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Thanks for stopping by the garden!
Are you looking for more inspiration in life?
Do you want to learn and grow from your life experiences?
Do you love nature, whether it’s gardening, the woods,
the beach, or the sky?
If any of these brings a “Yes!”, then you’re in the right place.
Thanks for stopping by for a visit in the garden.
This book is for you, no matter where you live,
whether you know anything about plants,
or what you believe in spiritually.
Because Nature believes in your desire to grow,
and so do I.
~ Annie

Visit
www.YourSpiritedLife.com
Where you’ll find
Practical Tools
from Ancient Wisdom
and Modern Psychology
to help you live your
Spirited Life every day.

Copyright © 2014 Your Spirited Life. All Rights Reserved.
Feel free to share the whole book, but please don’t use parts of it, and always
credit www.youspiritedlife.com appropriately. Thank you.

What’s Going On Here?
I live in rural Central Pennsylvania,
where I moved from New York City
some years back. Transitioning from
Greenwich Village to the little village I
now live in, where there are as many
cows as people, has been a beautiful
journey.
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I love being a writer, life coach, and
spiritual director. But I wouldn’t trade
my time in the garden for the world.
It’s there I’ve learned some cherished
lessons, as I tend my Spirited Life.
I’ve always done some sort of spiritual practice — yoga for decades, different
traditions of seated meditation, and some tai chi thrown in along the way. And,
while I’d always hoped to be a gardener someday, I spent most of my early
adulthood in the City and only came to gardening in midlife. Turns out, my
greatest spiritual teacher, my most beloved retreat center, was right in my own
backyard. And side yard, and front yard....
The practice I keep returning to — for centering, inspiration, strength,
perspective, and hope — is gardening.
And by that I mean, gardens, plural —
raised beds of vegetables, a strawberry
patch, an embankment of flowers and
herbs, a cottage garden, shade garden,
rose fence garden, front flower garden,
starter beds, grapes and currants, and
tiered herb beds, all on a quarter acre lot.

Me

Spending so much time gardening, mostly
in the very early morning hours, teaches
me more life lessons than I can shake a
hose wand at.
Here are 12 Lessons, each with Photos and Questions for Reflection.
There’s room to write your reflections on separate pages after each lesson.
And you don't have to get ankle deep in manure to apply the lessons
to your own life. (Although it's really fun!)

Let’s dig in!
www.YourSpiritedLife.com

Growing in Spirit
The 12 Lessons
Lesson #1

Work With What Shows Up
or How The Garden Shapes Me More Than I Shape It

Lesson #2

It’s All An Experiment
or How Gardening Mistakes Freed Me

Lesson #3

Be Patient With Yourself
or How Watching Plants Improved My Inner Eyesight

Lesson #4

Let How You Show Up Show You Who You Are.
or How Sustainability is Sustaining

Lesson #5

Follow Your Energy and Inspiration
or How One Thing Pollinates Another

Lesson #6

Let Your Vision Evolve
or How to Follow the Garden Path

Lesson #7

See the Bigger Picture
or How Weeding is Really About Creating Beauty

Lesson #8

Build Your Confidence and Knowledge
or How To Grow By Growing

Lesson #9

Accept Your Limits and Ask for Help
or How Two Shovels Are Better Than One

Lesson #10

Maintain Perspective and Gratitude
or How to Spin a Web of Thanksgiving

Lesson #1 1

Pause and Plan
or How to Save Your Back on a Hilly Property

Lesson #1 2

Find One Small Place to Begin
or How The Day Lilies Saved the Garden

Visit me at www.YourSpiritedLife.com

Lesson #1
Work With What Shows Up
or
How The Garden Shapes Me
More Than I Shape It
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Lesson #1
Work With What Shows Up
or How The Garden Shapes Me More Than I Shape It
I live on a hill, so a couple of years after I moved in, I
had the steeply sloped backyard transformed by
hiring an excavator who showed up with a bulldozer
and a plan to make some flat ground for raised beds.
He made an embankment at the back of the garden
area, and put in beautiful, large stones to shore it
up. I got in a few plants before frost and then spent
that winter planning exactly how it would look.
And then the spring rains came. Some of the new
plantings got washed out or shifted to new locations.
And then the weeds came, overwhelming a lot of
what was planted. Sigh. Not what I had planned.
The next year, I got the whole area, about 300 square feet, planted, only to have
most of it wash out again because the rain guard system I had installed
couldn’t handle the run off from the roof of the big shed at the top. Some of the
original plants did survive, notably lush sweeps of thyme and chamomile. I had
enough chamomile to make tea, create a separate little meadow, give some to
friends, and donate plants to the local library’s plant sale.
Now there’s a regular gutter, which feeds two large rain cubes and protects the
slope. There’s a drip irrigation system, a line of riverbed stones to catch
additional runoff, and lots of different flowers and shrubs. None of this was part
of the original plan. And you know what? It’s beautiful.
This is the garden that has designed itself, or rather led me in the design
process, and I think it most reflects how life has its own ideas about how things
are going to go. Note to Self: There’s no sense getting upset that it’s not exactly
what I wanted, it is what it is, and that’s beautiful, too.
Lesson #1 Reflection Questions
Where are you resisting how things are showing up in your life?
What beliefs or plans would you have to let go of to embrace how things actually
are?
What unseen benefits might there be from what IS showing up?
Visit me at www.YourSpiritedLife.com

Lesson #1 Reflection Questions

Where are you
resisting how
things are
showing up
in your life?

What beliefs or plans
would you have to let go
of to embrace how
things actually are?

What would happen if you let go just 5%?

You’ll get a lot more out of this e-book if you actually write down your answers.
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Lesson #2
It’s All An Experiment
or
How Gardening Mistakes
Freed Me
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Lesson #2
It’s All An Experiment
or How Gardening Mistakes Freed Me
I am a very novice gardener, having only
ever put a few annuals in pots before I
moved to my current home.
In order to be able to enjoy the process, I
quickly realized that, since I knew so
little, I had to frame every aspect as an
experiment, or I would only be frustrated
by my inevitable mistakes and missteps.
So I didn’t beat myself up when I killed
one lavender and a clematis by pruning
them in the fall, or when I lost the
rosemary plant I was trying to overwinter,
or... well, you get the picture.
I notice this attitude has spilled over in to
the rest of my life and I am less apt to
beat myself up when I make a mistake or
don’t live up to my critical inner voice’s
impossible standards. I’m also more
willing to try new things and take risk.
Like learning to play the violin, which I am proud to say I make a lot of mistakes
doing, and still thoroughly enjoy myself!

Lesson #2 Reflection Questions
How would you look at yourself, job, relationships, and life differently if you
saw everything as an experiment in which you could never fail, but only learn?
How would it shift your internal dialogue and your experience of yourself if you
actually expected to make mistakes and learn from them?
What might you take a risk to try, if you could let go of the “succeed or fail”
mentality?
Visit me at www.YourSpiritedLife.com

Lesson #2 Reflection Questions

How would you look at yourself, job, relationships, and life differently
if you saw everything as an experiment in which you could never fail,
but only learn?

How would it shift your
internal dialogue and
your experience of
yourself if you actually
expected to make
mistakes and learn from
them?

What might you take
a risk to try, if you
could let go of the
“succeed or fail”
mentality?
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Lesson #3

Be Patient With Yourself
or
How Watching Plants Improved
My Inner Eyesight
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Lesson #3
Be Patient With Yourself
or How Watching Plants Improved My Inner Eyesight
I notice I’m pretty patient with the plants. I don’t judge them or expect them to
grow faster than they do. I don’t nag them.
I trust them to do their thing, I trust their inner urge to grow, and millennia of
instinct and DNA. I trust evolution and sunshine.
With myself it’s a little different.
High expectations used to
accompany my every task.
But now, through gardening,
I’ve become more patient with
who and how I am.
I may not feel like I am healing
and growing every day, but then
I see a new shoot of compassion
or clarity sprout up and I can
see my growth. Patience helps
me see the nuances of my
growth a little better.
This helps me trust that my innate urge to awaken my consciousness is
flourishing. And it increases my empathy, so I’m kinder to others, as well as
myself to others, too.

Lesson #3 Reflection Questions
What would it feel like to bring more patience to your expectations of yourself?
What would your life be like if you trusted your inner growth process more?

Visit me at www.YourSpiritedLife.com

Lesson #3 Reflection Questions

What would it feel
like to bring more
patience to your
expectations of
yourself?

What would your life be like if you trusted your inner growth
process more?
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Lesson #4
Let How You Show Up
Show You Who You Are.
or
How Sustainability is Sustaining
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Lesson #4
Let How You Show Up Show You Who You Are.
or How Sustainability is Sustaining
When I first started making gardens I had a big vision, which I wanted to
manifest immediately, so I threw myself into it whole heartedly...
... and got completely overwhelmed and exhausted.
Anyone who knows me knows that’s pretty much just how I was when I ran my
school for the holistic healing arts for 15 years — always chasing the Big
Vision, doing too much, and paying a high physical price for it. By the end, I
had learned how to slow down, delegate, and run a complex organization in a
balanced way, and I thought that was a permanent internal shift.
But, the garden showed me that, while
you can take the girl out of the school,
that doesn’t necessarily take the
drivenness out of the girl, at least not
without conscious effort.
So, I’m still learning. Now I’m able to
take my big ideas and scale them down
to a manageable size, work at a
sustainable pace, and rest when I need
to. The garden and I are thriving and I
enjoy the process in the moment a whole lot more.
This spills over into the rest of my life, as I simplify, slow down, and walk more
gently in the world.
Lesson #4 Reflection Questions
If you have a tendency to hang out in overdrive, what toll is that taking on your
health, relationships, and life choices?
What would it look like if you scaled back to a sustainable level? (Paint any
picture you want!)
What are the limiting beliefs that keep you from creating that life? How can you
turn those around?
Visit me at www.YourSpiritedLife.com

Lesson #4 Reflection Questions

If you have a tendency
to hang out in
overdrive, what toll is
that taking on your
health, relationships,
and life choices?

What would it look like if you scaled back to a sustainable level?
(Paint any picture you want!)

What are the limiting
beliefs that keep you
from creating that
life? How can you
turn those around?
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Lesson #5
Follow Your Energy and Inspiration
or
How One Thing Pollinates Another
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Lesson #5
Follow Your Energy and Inspiration
or How One Thing Pollinates Another
I’m usually a “get the worst
task out of the way first” kind
of person.
Lately I’ve been letting my
inclinations override my To Do
list a bit, with some delightful
results.
The other day I just had to trim
and tie up the climbing roses
near the patio, even though it
wasn’t on the list for that day.
The roses just called to me.
The result was a more
supported bush, easier access
to the bird house nestled in it,
more views of the blooms, and
a healthier plant overall. I’m
reaping the benefits in super
abundant blooms and seeing
the beauty of it all every day from my kitchen window.
Sometimes it works to let some inspiring task pop up to the top of the To Do
list. I felt so energized by the roses, that the grunt work ahead of me that day
seemed a little easier and more fun.
Lesson #5 Reflection Questions
What inspiring and energizing endeavor have you been putting off, maybe as a
reward you never quite earn?
What do you need to do to make a little time to follow your latest inspiration,
even for just a little while? Ten minutes?
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Lesson #5 Reflection Questions

What inspiring and energizing endeavor have you been putting off,
maybe as a reward you never quite earn?

What do you need to do
to make a little time to
follow your latest
inspiration, even for just
a little while? Ten
minutes?
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Lesson #6
Let Your Vision Evolve
or
How to Follow the Garden Path
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Lesson #6
Let Your Vision Evolve
or How to Follow the Garden Path
I’ve been really stuck trying to figure out what to do with my front
yard. I had the crumbling front steps redone and the yard
remained a blank palette waiting for some inspired plan.
Fruit trees? Retaining wall? Edible forest garden? Cutting flowers?
I just couldn’t decide, a fact which plagued me all winter and early
spring for two years. I thought I needed a fully fleshed out plan,
Before
but it turns out, I didn’t after all. One day I found a picture of a
redwood fence with roses climbing on it that I knew I had to have put in along
one side of the yard. I had no hesitation; it felt absolutely right.
The ease of that decision showed me how stress free the process could be, if I
could take my time. Now I’m moving forward one step at a time, only doing
what feels right, rather than needing to rush forward with a whole big plan I’m
not sure about, just to have a finished front yard.
It’s fun to let inspiration come, as I hold the intention for a beautiful,
welcoming, easy to maintain front yard. Check out the grapes, added this year!

Front Steps.... After

Heirloom roses and clematis on redwood

Three types of grapes, on locust posts

Lesson #6 Reflection Questions
What is one inspired step toward your vision for your life you know for certain
you need to take? What do you need to do to make that happen?
What big scheme are you holding on to as the only way to move forward and
have the life you want? How can you let that go and be open for inspiration to
come in its own time and its own way?
Visit me at www.YourSpiritedLife.com

Lesson #6 Reflection Questions

What is one inspired step
toward your vision for
your life you know for
certain you need to take?
What do you need to do
to make that happen?

What big scheme are you holding on to as the only way to move
forward and have the life you want? How can you let that go and be
open for inspiration to come in its own time?
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Lesson #7
See the Bigger Picture
or
How Piling Rocks is Really About
Creating Beauty
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Lesson #7
See the Bigger Picture
or How Piling Rocks is Really About Creating Beauty
I was truly shocked to discover that I like every single part of gardening, even
the weeding, hauling, digging, and repetitive, dirty, and difficult parts.
I guess that’s the definition of a labor of love.
I’m so grateful that I find joy in all of it, and that I can see each task as
contributing to the whole. I try to see every aspect of my life this way, too.
It reminds me of the story of the
three stonecutters.
Each one is asked what he’s
doing.
First replies, “Can’t you see, I’m
cutting stone?”
The second responds, “I’m
working to feed my family.”
And the third replies, “I’m
building a cathedral.”
Perhaps I love every aspect of gardening because, every time I garden, I
experience how each task contributes to something I’m deeply called to do —
create beauty — on my property, and in my whole, precious life as well.
Lesson #7 Reflection Questions
What responsibility are you resisting right now?
How can you see that responsibility as contributing positively to some larger
aspect of your life?
What’s the highest vision you can hold for the responsibilities of life? How can
you be like the stonecutter building the cathedral?
Visit me at www.YourSpiritedLife.com

Lesson #7 Reflection Questions

What responsibility
are you resisting right
now?

How can you see that responsibility as contributing positively to
some larger aspect of your life?

What’s the highest vision you
can hold for the
responsibilities of life? How
can you be like the stonecutter
building the cathedral?
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Lesson #8
Build Your Confidence
and Knowledge
or
How To Grow By Growing
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Lesson #8
Build Your Confidence and Knowledge
or How To Grow By Growing
Another surprise in the
garden this year is how
much I learned last year!
Answers to questions I
had last year have now
become part of my
knowledge base. I’m more
confident about planting,
compost, crop rotations,
and dealing with slugs
and flea beetles.
Of course new questions
arise all the time as I try
new things, but I’m much more relaxed and confident about my overall ability
to figure things out and learn what I need to know.
My self image grows and changes, as I see myself being successful. This leads
to more confidence and creates an upward spiral of growth, for me and the
garden.
Noticing my own ability to learn, retain, and utilize knowledge in the garden,
as well as my tenacity, gave me the confidence to learn a bunch of online
technical skills I had previously been overwhelmed about tackling.
Lesson #8 Reflection Questions
What past success in learning a new skill or set of information can you
acknowledge right now?
What qualities did you need to succeed in the past? (determination, persistence,
curiosity?)
What would happen if you applied the same qualities to another situation or
area of your life where you feel stuck right now?
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V
Lesson #8 Reflection Questions

What past success in
learning a new skill or
set of information can
you acknowledge right
now?

What qualities did you
need to succeed in the
past? (determination,
persistence, curiosity?)

What would happen if you applied the same qualities to an area of
your life where you feel stuck right now?
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Lesson #9
Accept Your Limits and Ask for Help
or
How Two Shovels Are
Better Than One
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Lesson #9
Accept Your Limits and Ask for Help
or How Two Shovels Are Better Than One
I simply don’t have the physical
ability to singlehandedly garden as
much or as extensively as I’d like to.
Are you picturing me in a pretty
sundress snipping roses and
sipping sun tea?
I’m actually more often covered in
sweat and dirt, shoveling compost
and digging beds. I love this part,
but have been known to overdo.
My first big gardening year, I fought my body’s limits all spring. I just wanted
to do it all, all by myself.
Spending the entire 4th of July holiday in bed with adrenal fatigue, while
everyone else was out having fun, was the price I paid for pushing myself. I
had to take it easy the rest of that summer. Lesson learned.
Now I hire a garden helper for May and June, when there’s a ton of mulch,
soil, compost, and manure to spread. Or when I have a big project, like
building a circular brick patio. That’s my helper, above, digging the bed for the
patio we built together.
Collaborating is fun and inspiring, adds new and interesting ideas to the mix,
spreads the wealth, and helps me create things I couldn’t do alone. I like
having the option of feeling the satisfaction of doing something myself, as well
as the freedom to ask for help when I need it.
Lesson #9 Reflection Questions
What physical, mental, or emotional limits in yourself are you resisting right
now?
Can you invite a little bit more patience and acceptance of yourself in this area?
Name some concrete ways you could ask for help.
Visit me at www.YourSpiritedLife.com

V
Lesson #9 Reflection Questions

What physical, mental, or emotional limits in yourself are you
resisting right now?

Can you invite a little bit more patience and acceptance of yourself
in this area?
5% more?

Name some concrete ways you could ask for help.
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Lesson #10
Maintain Perspective and Gratitude
or
How to Spin a Web of Thanksgiving
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Lesson #10
Maintain Perspective and Gratitude
or How to Spin a Web of Thanksgiving
I grow some fruits and vegetables,
and I love creating meals right
from the garden.
Unlike the commercial growers,
homesteaders, and subsistence
farmers around the world, though,
I don’t live only on what I grow.
I am blessed to live in an
abundant valley of wonderful
organic farmers and be close to
supermarkets where I can get
whatever I want, all year round.
All this really hit me one year,
when an early heat wave sped up the fruit tree blossoming. A freeze then
destroyed the flowers, and with them, much of that year’s potential crop. I felt
lucky not to be a fruit farmer, betting my income on that one product.
This gave me a lot of perspective on my lifestyle, showed me how I am connected
to a web of farmers and growers (not to mention packers and shippers), and made
me even more grateful for where I live. I’m thankful that I can garden because I
want to, not because I need to, and that others choose to do the difficult and risky
work of farming and selling their produce.
Lesson # 10 Reflection Questions
How would your attitude shift if you took a larger perspective on your life, and
saw yourself in the context of others in your local area, country, and around the
world?
Without devaluing yourself or your own struggles, how can you bring gratitude
into your perspective more?
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Lesson #10 Reflection Questions

How would your attitude
shift if you took a new
perspective on your life,
and saw yourself in the
context of the larger world?

Without devaluing yourself
or your own struggles, how
can you bring gratitude
into your perspective more?
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Lesson #11
Pause and Plan
or
How to Save Your Back
on a Hilly Property
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Lesson #11
Pause and Plan
or How to Save Your Back on a Hilly Property
In the garden, I really see how a goal is achieved through a string of actions,
taken in the right order, to avoid wasting time and energy and achieve great
results.
Somehow in the garden it’s a
lot clearer to me that I should
first plan what I’m planting
where, then gather the tools,
then clear the weeds, then
amend the soil, and then
plant and water.
In life, I sometimes try to do
the equivalent of just sticking
something anywhere in the
ground and hoping for the
best.
The garden has taught me to
pause, think through what I
want to create, and plan out my steps, before grabbing that wheel barrow and
hauling things all over the place.
This has saved me a lot of extra labor, sunburn, disappointment, and dead
dreams.

Lesson #11 Reflection Questions
Is there a project you’re involved in or contemplating that would benefit from a
Pause and Plan? This could be as simple as making a list before heading to the
grocery store or as complex as writing a business plan before you launch a new
venture.
Trying thinking backwards from your goal to identify the least possible steps
you need, and in what order, to achieve your goal in a way that’s more efficient
and fun.
Visit me at www.YourSpiritedLife.com

Lesson #11 Reflection Questions

Do you have a project
that would benefit from
a Pause and Plan?
(This could be as simple as making a list before heading to the grocery store or as complex as
writing a business plan before you launch a new venture.)

Trying thinking backwards from your goal to identify the least
possible steps you need, and in what order, to achieve your goal in a
way that’s more efficient and fun.
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Lesson #12

Find One Small Place to Begin
or
How The Day Lilies Saved
The Garden
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Lesson #12
Find One Small Place to Begin
or How The Day Lilies Saved The Garden
In early spring all I can see is the big job
ahead of me: the washouts, the weeds,
the pathways needing to be mulched,
the roses needing to be pruned; there’s
the manure to haul and spread, beds
and transplanting to tend to, and... OK,
you get the picture.
This can leave me feeling like I’m
playing catch up before I’d even begun.
Happily, I haven’t bulldozed everything
and planted grass out of sheer
frustration.
Instead, I start with just one little
corner of the garden and plunge in with
some manageable and finite task, like transplanting day lilies from a friends’
yards for my lily bed.
While I’m planting, I don’t constantly look at every other thing I need to do. I
just get started, do what I can, in whatever time I have, and let that be enough.
Along the way I’ve learned that I can reach my goal by putting one foot in front
of the other, enjoying each step along the way. By midsummer, there are still
things waiting on the list — I’m hoping the compost will turn itself — but, like
my life, each day brings a new and interesting place to begin again.
Lesson #12 Reflection Questions
Is there an area of your life where you feel overwhelmed? Too much junk in the
house? No system for bill paying and record keeping? Too many obligations on
your plate? Too many feelings to sort through?
What image of yourself are you trying to uphold when you try to do everything
at once and perfectly? Can you let that go for a minute?
What’s one, small, manageable, energizing step you could take toward dealing
with the issue you named?
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Lesson #12 Reflection Questions

Is there an area of your
life where you feel
overwhelmed?
Too much junk in the house? No
system for bill paying and record
keeping? Too many obligations on
your plate? Too many feelings to sort
through?

What image of yourself are you trying to uphold when you try to do
everything at once and perfectly?

Can you let that go
for just a minute?

What’s one,
small,
manageable,
energizing step
you could take
to deal with
the issue you
named?
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About Annie and YourSpiritedLife.com
Hi, I’m Annie Mascelli and my life mission is to empower your
transformation. I’ve created a unique, holistic, and lifeaffirming coaching methodology, through extensive study,
training, and spiritual practice.
My website, yourspiritedlife.com, is filled with Resources,
ToolKits, 30 Day Challenges, Online Courses, Blogs, and
FunGraphics for your Emotional Healing, Spiritual Awakening
and Abundant Thriving. Stop by and sign up for free tips,
practical tools, and inspiration. I’d love to work with you oneon-one, too.

Contact Me: annie@yourspiritedlife.com
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Annie holds a certificate in Spiritual Direction and Contemplative Prayer from Oasis
Ministries for Spiritual Direction and a Certificate in Positive Psychology from the
WholeBeing Institute. She is a graduate of Binghamton University and the Florida
School of Massage and is a Certified Kripalu Yoga Teacher and Certified Tai Chi
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state-licensed school for the holistic healing arts in State College, PA, as well as
the founding director of the NY Kripalu Center in New York City. She has created
numerous professional trainings in massage therapy, energy bodywork, holistic
health, life coaching, chakra healing, yoga teaching, meditation, and developing a
healing presence. Anne has worked with numerous faculty, staff, and volunteers,
and 1000s of students and clients.
Annie is delighted to live in an old house on a creek, outside a quiet, rural village
in Central PA. She loves to write, is a mad gardener, sings in an irreverent choir,
swing dances, and plays the piano and violin (very poorly but with great
What Others Say
“I have never met anyone with a gift for listening like Annie’s. Not just the patience it
takes to listen, but the compassion it takes to HEAR what the person is saying (and not
saying). Annie listens with her heart and mind and really gives the speaker space to get it
all out.”
“Annie comes at life with a passion that is so big and authentic that others can't help but
become inspired by it. She has a pioneering spirit. Her creativity makes her see things
from a unique perspective and she is able to mold things into something brand new, so
others can benefit!“
Visit www.YourSpiritedLife.com and sign up for free inspiration and practical tools.
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